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made our entry slow and precari-
ous. The fifteen minutes following
our immersion were spent battling
the numerous restrictions in the
beginning of the main upstream
passage. Fine silt was pushed
quickly behind us by the rapid flow
in this narrow part of the cave. From
a shallow 3 meters, the passage
dropped to 10 meters and became
wide. With Kate and Bernie lead-
ing, we quickly found what we
were looking for, a colorful clothes-
pin left on the line the previous day
to indicate a lead. We headed south-
west through virgin cave, and the
tunnel now opened up into a small,
decorated room that was made
grander by knowing it was being
unveiled for the first time. This
larger passage ended, and once
again we found ourselves inching
through restrictions. Bellies rub-
bing, we were careful not to damage
fragile formations on the ceiling.
Farther northwest, we found an
opening later named Cenote Estre-
lla. Hitting thirds, we began to sur-
vey back along the 500 meters of
new line.

A week later, Bernie and I headed
north down another promising pas-
sage. We reached –9 meters, swim-
ming now in a well-defined halo-
cline where we could see fresh water
flowing steadily over the heavier
salt water. White walls emphasized
the effect. This section ended in a
room measuring over 30 meters
across. A northeast passage origi-
nating here was later found to con-
nect to the main upstream line,
forming a popular loop called La
Vuelta.

We picked up our passage on the
other side of the room and contin-
ued north. Another 180 meters took
us to a large collapse, Cenote
Escalera. Numerous attempts have
failed to find a way through this
mass of unstable rock. Having ex-
plored about 500 meters, we sur-
veyed out.

Most of the downstream part of
Sistema Minotauro is severely re-
stricted, and only side-mounts will
pass. Bernd Birnbach completed
most of the work in this area, fol-
lowing earlier dives by Bil Phillips
and Sam Meacham. Attempts to
connect to Minotauro have added
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